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Hybrid Architectures for Intelligent SystemsCRC Press, 1992
The interaction between Fuzzy Set theory and Neural Network theory is  multi-faceted and occurs at many different levels. The connection between these  two concepts occurs both in the framework of real and artificial neural systems.  

The brain is not just a collection of neurons grouped together at some part  of the animal’s body,...
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Microsoft .NET for Visual FoxPro DevelopersHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
I asked myself this question when early releases of .NET first arrived on the scene. Visual FoxPro allowed me to do pretty much anything I wanted, from building single-tier applications with a VFP back end, all the way to building distributed Internet applications accessing clientserver data.

Then, I started to dive into the .NET...
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Access 2007 VBA Programmer's ReferenceWrox Press, 2007
Access 2007 VBA Programmer's Reference
Written by Access MVPs and Microsoft Access testers, this resource will give you the tools to leverage Access 2007's built-in functionality and VBA in order to build more dynamic applications. It explores all aspects of VBA programming for Access and describes the latest innovations. You'll also find...
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I Married an eBay ManiacQue, 2006
Has your spouse been spending more and more time on the computer? Do they hide the screen when you walk in the room? Have new items been appearing in your house while your older possessions seem to disappear? Perhaps the explanation is in "it" - eBay mania! 
 

I Married...
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Maple and Mathematica: A Problem Solving Approach for MathematicsSpringer, 2007
This book compares the two computer algebra programs, Maple and Mathematica used by students, mathematicians, scientists, and engineers.
Structured by presenting both systems in parallel, Mathematicas users can learn Maple quickly by finding the Maple equivalent to Mathematica functions, and vice versa. 

This student reference handbook...
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Networking Explained, Second EditionDigital Press, 2001
Gallo and Hancock provide a sophisticated introduction to their subject in a clear, readable format. These two top networking experts answer hundreds of questions about hardware, software, standards, and future directions in network technology.

	Wireless networks
	Convergence of voice and data

...
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Hybrid Methods in Pattern RecognitionWordware Publishing, 2002
The discipline of pattern recognition has seen enormous progress since its beginnings more than four decades ago. Over the years various approaches have emerged, based on statistical decision theory, structural matching and parsing, neural networks, fuzzy logic, artificial intelligence, evolutionary computing, and others. Obviously, these...
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Encyclopedia of Information Communication TechnologyIGI Global, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Information Communication Technology (ICT) is a comprehensive resource describing the influence of information communication technology in scientific knowledge construction and spreading, with emphasis on the roles of product technologies, process technologies, and context technologies.
A reference point for studies...
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The 30 Day MBA: Learn the Essential Top Business School Concepts, Skills and Language Whilst Keeping Your Job and Your CashKogan Page, 2009
I left the family business, in my case the Army, after a few short years. I hadn’t given much thought to a career before I ‘joined up’ and I followed a similar approach when I left. I found a job in sales and within a year or so was in a very junior management position. The company I worked for was in the vanguard of some new...
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ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and ScienceMIT Press, 2010

	In ThermoPoetics, Barri Gold sets out to show us how analogous, intertwined, and mutually productive poetry and physics may be. Charting the simultaneous emergence of the laws of thermodynamics in literature and in physics that began in the 1830s, Gold finds that not only can science influence literature, but literature can influence...
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Characterisation of Radiation Damage by Transmission Electron MicroscopyTaylor & Francis, 2000

	Characterization of Radiation Damage by Transmission Electron Microscopy details the electron microscopy methods used to investigate complex and fine-scale microstructures, such as those produced by fast-particle irradiation of metals or ion implantation of semiconductors. The book focuses on the methods used to characterize small...
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Automated Database Applications Testing: Specification Representation for Automated ReasoningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	This book introduces SpecDB, an intelligent database created to represent and host software specifications in a machine-readable format, based on the principles of artificial intelligence and unit testing database operations. SpecDB is demonstrated via two automated intelligent tools. The first automatically generates database constraints...
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